
ViewSonic VG939SM 19 inch 1280x1024 LED Display with SuperClear IPS

technology/VGA/DVI and USB hub

Designed for legacy and customized applications that require a 5:4 aspect ratio, the ViewSonic VG939Sm 19” LED display delivers stunning screen performance

with 1280x1024 resolution and SuperClear IPS panel technology. Versatile connectivity options include DVI and VGA inputs, as well as an integrated USB hub. It

also features full ergonomic functionality including tilt, swivel, pivot, and height adjustments for maximum comfort and enhanced productivity. Equipped with

ViewSonic’s unique ViewMode feature, this display provides intuitive presets that deliver optimized screen performance for different applications. In addition,

Flicker-Free technology and a Blue Light Filter help to eliminate eye strain from extended viewing periods. A uniform, matte ID design reduces glare and

facilitates easy multiple monitor set up. Additional features include integrated speakers and VESA-mountable design. Featuring ENERGY STAR and EPEAT

certification, as well as an energy-saving Eco-mode setting, the VG939Sm offers solid performance while delivering low TCO for a wide range of users.

Features

• 1280x1024 native resolution for legacy applications

• Ergonomic swivel, pivot, and height-adjustable design for maximum comfort and enhanced productivity

• DVI and VGA inputs, and 2-port USB hub, for flexible connectivity

5:4 Aspect Ratio

With a standard 5:4 aspect ratio and 1280x1024 resolution, this monitor is ideal for business-specific legacy applications. In addition, with a square compact

shape, monitor can also be used as a countertop display in public environments with space constraints.

Ultra-Wide Viewing Angles

Enjoy accurate and vivid colors with consistent levels of brightness no matter the vantage point. With SuperClear® IPS panel technology, this monitor delivers the

same image quality whether you are looking at the screen from above, below, the front, or the side.

Versatile Connectivity

DVI and VGA inputs give you the freedom to connect your monitor to a variety of devices.

MEGA Dynamic Contrast Ratio

A superior MEGA dynamic contrast ratio better defines the relationship between the darkest and brightest colors, ensuring that this monitor delivers an incredibly

immersive experience with accurate, rich, and vibrant images.

VESA-Compatible Mount Design

Mount the monitor as you see fit using its convenient 100 x 100mm VESA-compatible mount design.

Dual Integrated Speakers

Designed with dual integrated speakers, this display combines incredible screen performance with stereo sound for an immersive multimedia experience. An

additional speaker can be added via the SPDIF audio-out port for expanding sound to different locations in the room or venue, via cable.

Optimized View Settings

ViewSonic’s unique ViewMode feature offers “Game,” “Movie,” “Web,” “Text,” and “Mono” presets. These presets enhance gamma curve, color temperature,

contrast, and brightness to deliver an optimized viewing experience for different screen applications.

Enhanced Viewing Comfort

With Flicker-Free technology and a Blue Light Filter, this monitor helps to eliminate eyestrain that comes with extended viewing periods – meaning you can

outlast and out-game your opponents just as their eyes begin fail them.
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